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He who has an ear Hear

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

Many have ears, but do they hear what THE SPIRIT Is Saying?
Many have eyes, but do they see what GOD is showing them?
Many have mouths, but do they speak as The Oracles of GOD?
Do you hear what THE SPIRIT IS saying from moment to moment?
Do you hear what THE SPIRIT Is saying in The Moment?
Our hearing is often selective; we hear what we want to hear, which changes even from moment to moment, Do we test it, do we examine it, are we
after The Truth, or just a ‘feel good’ moment, something that may deceitfully satisfy the senses but starve your spirit and deprive your destiny?
Do we know what The Hebrew Word is for ‘to hear’,
and how to apply It in our lives?
(You will, in this newsletter).
Do we know that The Word for: “to hear”, and “to obey” and to become famous” are related, when we see Them, through: Hebrew eyes.
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THE SPIRIT of GOD has something—everything to say to us. Learn to listen. Learn to hear. Come and See and Learn to hear to know what THE
SPIRIT Is saying to the churches-to you-now.
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The Heart of The Matter
To Hear

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

Remember, “to hear” perceive what the
in Hebrew has three
other person is saymeanings:
ing. They must hear,
perceive, they must
1. To hear
penetrate to the essence of the matter,
2. To obey
to truly” hear”. Once
“heard”, one can tru3. To become faly obey, not just with
mous
external actions, but
This is the true mean- with inner heart, diing of: “To Hear”.
recting one’s soul to
be all engaged on doThus, when one
hears, they must first ing what one has

heard; which must be—
ideally– with reference
obviously to The Things
of GOD. We hear and
obey, being two parts of
a greater whole, of The
Word: “ to hear”. The
Third facet of this diamond, is to become famous. For the one that
truly “hears GOD”, and
obeys with the whole
heart and soul, GOD will
raise up and become
“famous”. “Hear” HIM.

or Not To Hear
Not “to hear” is a
tragedy, life threatening, destructive in
many, many ways. To
“not hear” someone,
to misunderstand, to
not perceive the deeper meaning of their
heart behind the
words, even the intrinsic meaning of the
words used, what is

both said and unspoken but not hearing
both, is to not be engaged, separate from
the event, two people
speaking and not-to
that degree connected, no true communication, is a travesty,
inhumane, uncaring,
even unloving, in a
deeper spiritual sense.

Then, even worse, one
cannot take that which
was spoken but not
truly ”heard” and obey
that, for the that is at
first, not even truly
heard, and thus misrepresented. The two
parties are ever more
apart, and one will not
be able to do what has
not been first “heard”.
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Did you know
“He who has an ear, let
him hear, what THE
SPIRIT is saying to the
churches.” Said a number of times in The New
Testament, notably in
The Book of Revelation.
Remember, that to hear,
means, primarily, ‘to
hear and obey.’ Many
things we hear and obey
throughout the day that
is not GOD, and do that!

Obeying that! What GOD
commands us, by contrast, is to hear and obey
THE HOLY SPIRIT. Specifically, what THE HOLY
SPIRIT “is saying’, and is
saying “to you”, The
Church, here, represented
by “The Churches”. Hear
and obey THE SPIRIT of
GOD WHO speaks in real
time that which is Real,
Relevant, and Truth.

Your Hebrew Lesson
What does The Word
“Hear” mean in Hebrew? It is very interesting. The Root Word
is : Shema: Shin-MemAyin. At One Level, it
means: “to understand
the name” What that
means is basically to
understand the nature
and the very essence

of what you are reading, listening to, etc.
Once you are able to
really perceive and understand the very essence of , the very nature of : that Word,
that verse, That Book
of The Bible, even: a
NAME of GOD; you
can be said to be, He-

Hebraically speaking,
hearing, at least a good
beginning, and pressing
in through that for fuller
understanding. Yet that
must be done, activated,
performed, utilized,
transformed, worked,
manifested, to truly fulfill
The Word “ to hear”:
Shema. Now,
“hear” HIM.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
you can’t hear what people are
saying and not saying to you?!
You need “to Hear” both; to
really know what is going on
in their soul; and THE HOLY
SPIRIT will Guide you, Teach
you, and Lead you into “All
The Truth”. John 16:13. We are
often ‘in the way’ of true hearing-perceiving and thus unable to truly do what we are
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called to do by THE SPIRIT
speaking to us in real time.
Personal sin, personal plans,
fears, worries, the cares of this
world, a world view—even a
fraction of, to that degree,
skews us from hearing GOD
clearly. Personal prejudices
die hard, often. We must love
GOD more than self, and hate
what GOD hates. Run to do
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good in the land, turning from
every form of evil. Connect
better to people through GOD
in perfect love without fear,
without worry, fearlessly,
deeply, connect with their
soul, their life, their world
view. Love them as CHRIST
Loves them, even more than
your self. Then you will begin
to hear, and truly, hear well.
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For HIS Glory

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

